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MightyOne
ApplicAtiOn & technique

MightyOne Application Process, Techniques, and Tips

Applying MightyOne works best if application is done in a team of two, large areas 
may require 3-4 persons to maintain proper wet-edge of the urethane upon applica-
tion.  There are basically two separate tasks for the team:

Main Roller Person: One person designated, two people for large rooms. This 
person(s) will be responsible for all of the main rolling, except for cut-in. We rec-
coment our Praetorian 18’ roller cover for best results. This person should be very 
comfortable with roller application, can work quickly (to maintain a wet-edge while 
applying), and has a ‘good-eye’ and consideration for detail.

Cut-in Person: Generally only one person is needed for this portion of the job, un-
less a very large open room, then two people should be used.  The cut-in person will 
have multiple tasks: trim rolling, mixing additional kits, keeping application equipment 
fresh, filling the roller tray as needed, watching for ‘holidays’ (missed areas), and pull-
ing cut-in tape after rollout (tape must not be allowed to dry with/into the urethane).

At this point the floor should be micro-fiber mopped, free on contaminants and all 
team members are wearing proper shoe covers.  After following the steps in the “Mix-
ing Process”, including preparing the equipment, continue with the steps and tips 
below to apply MightyOne:

Pour blended mixture of MightyOne into roller tray until the tray is approximately 1. 
3/4“ deep, the half-way point on the roller end.  Over filling the tray will result in 
excessive dripping from the roller frame to the floor.  

Tip: As a team gains experience in rolling the urethane, instead of using a roller • 
tray, pouring the urethane directly to the floor is acceptable.  If this is done, 
proper control (quantity) of the pour-out is key.

All team members should roll the new dry roller(s) into mixture several times back 2. 
and forth; sufficiently saturate the roller with product.
Cut-in person: Start with cut-in along edges and/or other taped off obstacles.  Key 3. 
is to not get too far ahead of the Main Roller Person.  A wet edge must be main-
tained.  

Tip: • The cut-in person should have their own mini roller cover and a small 
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roller tray or a bucket grid within the one gallon supplied bucket. 

The Main Roller Person:  Roll soaked roller out onto start spot. Visually designate the size of the work 4. 
area for each roller dip, approximately two roller widths wide.  Use tile lines as start and stop points; 
keep mindful of ending points. 

Tip:  Keep the roller saturated; dry rolling the surface will cause surface defects; holidays and • 
orange peel affects. The best indication of dry rolling is listening to how the product rolls. If a ‘hiss’ 
sound is evident, this is ‘dry roll’.

First, roll the product in a back and forth vertical motion.  Do not press the roller hard into the floor. 5. 
Hold the roller gentle, allowing it to glide with each roller motion. By doing this, the proper wet mils 
thick are more easily achieved, 4 to 5 mils wet (use a wet mil gauge if necessary).
In the same area, come back into the rolled product at a horizontal direction.  By doing this, you are 6. 
insuring roller edge marks smooth out more evenly and it will also give added assurance in not ending 
up with ‘holidays’, caused by dips in the floor. 

Note: work quickly enough to always maintain a wet edge on the start and stop.  • 
The cut-in person should continue with Step 3 until the room/area is complete.7. 
The ‘main roller’ person should Repeat Steps 4-6 until room/area is complete. 8. 
Remove blue tape immediately after cutting in along a line.  Do not leave the tape to dry into the floor.9. 
Fans may be added (at an upward angle) after two (2) hours of dry time to speed the dry time.10. 

NOTES: 
Average dry time is about six (6) hours. With fans, dry time is about 5 hours. Dry times may vary de-• 
pending upon air flow, temperature, humidity and /or dew points.
Roller cover should be changed every 3-4 kits, depending upon how soiled the roller becomes with • 
particles.

For a visual representation please visit our youtube channel bellow.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-epuNBvhE5A


